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Abstract

Social media platforms often rely on volunteer moderators to combat hate and harassment and create safe online environments. In the face of challenges combating hate and harassment, moderators engage in mutual support with one another. We conducted a qualitative content analysis of 115 hate and harassment-related threads from r/ModSupport and r/modhelp, two major subreddit forums for this type of mutual support. We analyze the challenges moderators face; complex tradeoffs related to privacy, utility, and harassment; and major challenges in the relationship between moderators and platform admins. We also present the first systematization of how platform features (including especially security, privacy, and safety features) are misused for online abuse, and drawing on this systematization we articulate design themes for platforms that want to resist such misuse.

1 Introduction

Online platforms like Reddit provide social spaces to build diverse communities around many topics and interests. However, widespread use of these platforms has also given rise to online hate and harassment, such as hateful speech, sexual harassment, violence, trolling, and doxing. As of 2021, 41\% of U.S. adults have personally experienced some harassment online [13]. Members of marginalized or minoritized identities were more likely to be harassed because of their physical appearance, gender, race or ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, or disability [8].

Social media platforms often rely on volunteer moderators to reduce online abuse and harassment and maintain community safety. Moderators are responsible for monitoring the behavior of community members and enforcing community rules. Multiple studies have looked at moderators’ experiences and practices [14,16,22,32,49], moderators’ activities and labors [21,37], and their processes for identifying rule violators as they work toward sustaining online communities [16]. These studies have discovered that moderators face complex challenges, including being personally targeted by harassers on the internet [14,46], emotional burnout [21,52], and lack of support from the platform [22].

Though past work has identified moderation challenges in online communities, limited research has looked at moderation specifically through the lens of preventing hate and harassment. Moreover, these studies were mostly conducted via interviews and surveys. Our work complements these works by studying organic, unfiltered, and spontaneous conversations in situ from two online communities for moderators, Reddit’s r/ModSupport, and r/modhelp subreddits, avoiding social desirability bias that can occur in more controlled settings like interviews. Moderators post moderation-related topics or queries to these communities to get answers and suggestions from fellow moderators and Reddit administrators.

We have conducted a qualitative content analysis of 115 threads with 2,740 comments mentioning hate and harassment attacks and abuse from these subreddits. We systematically analyzed moderators’ discussions in these subreddits to understand the challenges and unwanted trade-offs they face in managing community safety and the needs that emerge from these challenges. We found these conversations emphasize a uniquely challenging and adversarial subset of moderation situations, which appear naturally in r/ModSupport and r/modhelp by their nature as places for moderators to seek support with issues that challenge the limits of their skills, tools, and resources. This emphasis on challenging scenarios enables a major novel theme of our results and discussion - adversarial misuse of platform features - since adversarial misuse causes many such challenging scenarios. Overall, Our contributions include:

- Insight into the breadth of challenges moderators face, including the misuse of platform features for harassment, inadequate and unclear moderation tools, lack of support for moderators’ safety, vague platform policy and actions, etc., drawing on a found dataset that uniquely highlights moderation challenges.
- The first systematization of how platform features are
misused for hate and harassment, mapping how different features can be misused to facilitate attacks., a novel contribution enabled by the unique nature of our in situ, challenge-dominated dataset. We generalized these misuses beyond Reddit, and articulated design themes for creating platform features that are more robust to adversarial misuse by toxic users.

- An analysis of the of the critical but rarely studied relationship between moderators and platform administrators and its role in preventing hate and harassment.

2 Background and Related Works

2.1 Harassment in Online Communities

Online hate and harassment have been steadily increasing in recent years, posing a grave challenge to the digital world’s well-being and inclusivity [13]. This rise is influenced by the anonymity provided by the internet and the polarization of online spaces, where like-minded individuals gravitate towards echo chambers, reinforcing extremist beliefs and normalizing abusive behavior [19, 23]. Online hate and harassment manifest in different ways, ranging from dissemination of toxic content (e.g., hate speech, threats of violence, etc.) to surveillance and impersonation [55]. Users employ diverse protective strategies to limit such harassment, including reporting, blocking, and disengaging from online platforms [3, 13, 56].

In addition to user reporting, many major social media platforms such as Facebook, Reddit, and Twitch depend on volunteer moderators to enforce rules, monitor content, and identify and action offenders while fostering an engaging and respectful community [35, 42, 49]. According to the Reddit 2023 Transparency Report, 167.2 million pieces of content were removed from Reddit in the first half of 2023, 49.5% by volunteer moderators [6]. Our paper provides an in-depth analysis of salient challenges to this moderation work.

2.2 Moderation Challenges

User-driven volunteer moderation has been studied on various platforms from varying perspectives in recent years and has demonstrated the challenges faced by the moderators. One of the primary challenges moderators face is the sheer volume and scale of user-generated content they need to moderate and the labor required to do that [18, 37, 60]. In addition to that, moderators need to balance free speech with maintaining a respectful environment, which poses a persistent dilemma when defining the line between acceptable and inappropriate content [33, 44]. There have been some automated moderation tools, such as auto-moderator in Reddit, which can be employed to reduce the workload of the moderators. While these automated moderation tools are aimed at lightening the load, previous studies have revealed that such tools are limited in their comprehension of context, linguistic nuances, and the intricacies of social interaction [14, 26, 30, 36], making manual intervention by moderators necessary for nuanced, case-specific decisions, even with automated assistance [49].

Previous work has also looked at the psychological impacts of reviewing toxic content and handling harassing behavior for extended periods of time [21, 52]. Dosono et al. showcased the substantial emotional labor moderators experience as they engage in moderation tasks, meeting platform, and community expectations that ultimately lead to burnout [21]. Steiger et al. highlighted the arduous exercise of moderators in managing and maintaining personal boundaries, such as avoiding burnout and navigating complex interpersonal conflicts within the community [52]. Furthermore, Almerekhi et al. pointed out the targeted hate and harassment towards moderators by users actioned for violating community rules [11].

Several studies investigated transparency in moderation and highlighted the importance of providing explanations of moderation actions in building trust and accountability [15, 29]. However, moderators encounter challenges in delivering transparency as it requires more moderation effort and time to manually provide explanations [31]. More transparency could also escalate conflict and harm against moderators, leading to emotional burnout [25, 49]. Moderation gets even more complex with the diversity of platform contexts and communication mediums. For instance, Jiang et al. discussed the mechanisms of abuse within voice-based communities and the moderators’ struggles in identifying and addressing violations during real-time, ephemeral interactions [32]. Wohnt et al. underscored the difficulty of combating harassment within large, fast-paced live chat exchanges on platforms like Twitch, necessitating immediate moderation decisions [59].

Most of the previous works have explored challenges in specific moderation issues, i.e., content governance, emotional labor, transparency, etc. We extend the current literature by providing a comprehensive overview of the challenges moderators encounter in their moderation work by leveraging online discussion data (Reddit) among moderators. Our paper draws from forums specifically dedicated to moderator support, offering a particularly close view of the most challenging issues encountered by moderators.

2.3 Moderation on Reddit

Moderation on Reddit involves a combination of automated tools, volunteer subreddit moderators, and professional platform administrators. Each subreddit has volunteer moderators who enforce community rules. Moderators can remove posts or comments, issue warnings, or ban users who violate those rules. Reddit also has a small team of paid employees, called admins, who manage sitewide policies and legal matters and can issue sitewide bans. Reddit’s sitewide automated tools include “automoderator”, which assists mods by automatically identifying and removing abusive content [1]. Users can report rule violations and communicate with moderators.
through modmail, a shared per-subreddit inbox that moderators use to communicate with each other and handle requests from community members [7]. The “modqueue” is a central, per subreddit listing of “all the pieces of content in the community that need to be reviewed by moderators—including user reports, filtered posts, and comments” [2].

3 Methods
In this section, we detail our approach to data collection, explaining how we selected the subreddits and threads to analyze. We then outline our analysis process.

3.1 Forum Selection and Data Collection
We looked for subreddits designed to assist moderators on Reddit’s official moderator support page [5]. We have considered the following inclusion criteria for subreddits:

- Moderators can post in the subreddit (i.e., r/modnews was excluded because only Reddit admins can post).
- Subreddits specifically for moderators to discuss moderation-related topics (i.e., r/help was excluded because any Redditors can post any Reddit-related topic).
- Subreddits are not limited to a particular moderation topic or geographical area (i.e., r/AutoModerators was excluded because it only discusses automod, and r/ModHelpers was excluded because it only includes moderators from French-speaking communities).

Based on these criteria, we have decided to study r/ModSupport and r/modhelp.1 r/ModSupport and r/modhelp subreddits are specifically designed for moderators to discuss diverse topics related to moderation (i.e., moderation issues, moderation tools, online abuse in community, etc.) and seek support and advice from admins and other moderators. These two forums have a large user base: r/modhelp, established in 2009, has 133k members (the largest community of moderators in Reddit), and r/ModSupport, established in 2015, has 92k members as of April 2024. Both are very active with over ten daily threads, providing a rich dataset for our study.

We downloaded a publicly available dataset of all available threads2 from these subreddits from inception to December 2022. We used pushshift.io, a platform that is used to maintain an up-to-date public archive for Reddit to download the threads. We omitted threads where the posts were empty, deleted by the poster, or removed by moderators. The resulting corpus contains 41,256 threads: 12,345 threads from r/ModSupport with an average of 12.58 (SD: 47.46) comments per thread, and 28,911 threads from r/modhelp with an average of 5.82 (SD: 6.52) comments per thread.

3.2 Sampling a Set of Threads for Analysis
We focused on threads where moderators posted about hate, harassment, and abuse-related attacks towards their community or themselves, asking questions/suggestions about those and sharing challenges in keeping their community safe against those attacks. We used a broad definition of hate and harassment taken from Pew Research [13] and Thomas et al. [55] while sampling the threads: “Hate, harassment, and abuse occur when an aggressor (either an individual or group) specifically targets another person (including moderators) or group to inflict harm: emotional, financial, or physical. In its milder forms, it creates a layer of negativity that people must shift through as they navigate their daily routines online. At its most severe, it can compromise users’ privacy, force them to choose when and where to participate online, or even pose a threat to their physical safety, e.g., doxing and swatting.”

This section will describe the process of generating our dataset for the main analysis, which contains such threads.

Keyword Generation Process: We developed a set of keywords/key phrases to identify posts relevant to hate, harassment, and online abuse. Our initial list of 47 keywords/key phrases drew on Thomas et al.’s taxonomy [55] combined with the set of reasons related to hate and harassment (i.e., harassment, hate, spam, etc) that Reddit’s report form offers users for describing content that breaks site rules. We included all hate and harassment-related attacks from Thomas et al.’s taxonomy in our keyword list, except for removing those irrelevant to our topic, such as "IoT manipulation" and "zoom bombing," via discussion among the authors.

We searched for threads in our corpus using those keywords/key phrases such as bullying, trolling, etc. We removed a term from our keyword list if there were no threads containing that term or some word form of that term. For example, we include "bully" in our keyword list if we find a thread with the terms "bully," "bullying," "bullied," or "bullies." After this process, we had a list of 29 keywords/key phrases.

We sought to keep threads where the post contained at least one of the 29 keywords/key phrases or some word form of those terms. The matching process was case-insensitive and was conducted at the word level rather than the character level to avoid mismatches like matching "troll" to "stroll." 6,550 threads contained at least one keyword/key phrase.

We drew a random sample of 1,000 threads from these 6,550. Reading through this sample, we realized that the posts with keyword “spam” were frequent but rarely relevant: 603 out of 1,000 posts contained the word “spam”, but only 53 of those were relevant to our analysis. Of those 53, 83% also contained at least one other keyword from our list. Therefore, we removed the keyword “spam” from our keyword list as we did not want our final dataset to be dominated by threads containing such posts. We changed the word “hate” to “hateful” and “hatred,” as the word “hate” triggered many false positives and the words “hateful” and “hatred” matched the discussion.

---

1A thread consisting of the initial post and subsequent comments and replies.
2https://pushshift.io: We collected our data in January 2023, prior to Reddit revoking Pushshift.io’s API access in May 2023.
on online attacks. We added seven more keywords, "racism," "bigot," "transphobic," "homophobic," "scam," "AE0," and "abuse," because we found relevant posts containing these keywords that were not triggered by any other keywords from our list. Finally, we removed the key phrase "report abuse" from our list to remove duplicates, as we included "abuse" in our keyword list. In the end, we had a list of 35 keywords and key phrases, provided in https://osf.io/3hk8r. Searching these keywords left us with 3,321 threads in our final dataset.

Final Sample: We randomly sampled and coded threads from our final dataset until we reached thematic saturation, following the guidelines in prior research [47]. At each stage of random sampling, two researchers manually reviewed and discussed each sampled thread. If it was a false positive (i.e., unrelated to online hate, harassment, and community safety), we replaced it with a new randomly sampled thread, ensuring that all coded threads were relevant to the study. In total, we coded and reached saturation with 115 relevant threads4 (2740 comments) sampled from all 3321 threads.

3.3 Data Analysis

We used an inductive coding process to analyze the threads. Our analysis considered both the post and all the comments in each thread. First, three researchers went through 50 threads in multiple rounds to reveal initial codes. The research team met multiple times in this process to discuss the codes, clarify definitions, resolve disagreements, and establish an initial codebook with fifteen codes. Two researchers then coded sets of 20-25 codes at a time, meeting between sets to compare codes, resolve disagreements, and revise the codebook until no new code emerged. Seven new codes were added to the codebook. After the 95th thread, no new codes appeared from the additional 20 threads. Therefore, it was deemed that the data collection had reached a saturation point at the 115th thread. In the end, there were 22 codes in our final codebook. The final codebook is provided in the Appendix A.1. Both coders coded and discussed the same set of threads and agreed on the codes, so we do not report inter-coder agreement. Then, we conducted a thematic analysis by revisiting all the threads and codes multiple times to identify common themes. The research team held regular meetings to review and discuss the analysis results and the generated themes.

3.4 Ethical Considerations

Our institution’s Institutional Review Board determined that this study was out of scope for their oversight. Nevertheless, this work has significant ethical implications for the moderators whose words we studied and the communities they protect. The data we analyzed are direct quotes from Reddit moderators, many of whom are from marginalized communities. Though this content is publicly available to anyone, our aggregating it as a dataset and highlighting aspects of it in this manuscript could induce unwanted or dangerous attention (including hate and harassment) towards moderators and their communities. We took several steps to mitigate these dangers. We chose not to release the aggregated dataset publicly. We redact any usernames, specific subreddits (other than /r/ModSupport and /r/modhelp), or specific communities (e.g., when discussing subreddits associated with a physical city). Additionally, to increase the difficulty of re-identifying specific comments and commenters for targeted harassment, we have paraphrased all quotations that appear in the paper (one researcher paraphrased and another reviewed each paraphrase for fidelity to the original meaning).

3.5 Limitations

This study only focused on publicly available threads from Reddit moderator communities. Our future work will address this limitation directly by recruiting Reddit moderators as interviewees to discuss the in-depth and complex aspects of questions inspired by our findings. Another limitation is that we only analyzed communities primarily using English. The nature of our research left many variables unknown. We did not have access to any data on the demographics of the moderators we studied, so their gender, education level, occupation, age, and location remain unknown to us.

4 Results

In this section, we present the results of our analysis of the Reddit data from two moderator support communities, r/ModSupport and r/modhelp. Though we analyzed additional major themes (e.g., the types of support exchanged among moderators), we chose to narrow our presentation of results to those focused on moderation challenges. We made this choice because the forums we studied provide a particularly rich source of data on challenges. Since by their nature as venues for moderation support, moderators often post in them when facing tricky issues they were unable to handle on their own. Thus compared to other work, our findings likely represent more difficult, frustrating, or unusual challenges, while downplaying more common ones that are typically handled by standard procedures, solo problem solving, or moderation tools. We then present a set of complex tradeoffs that moderators identified as underlying many of these challenges.

4.1 Moderation Challenges

Moderators described various challenges they face as they fight hate, harassment, & abuse to maintain community safety.
4.1.1 Misuse of Platform Features

As moderators discussed challenges with harassment, one major theme that emerged was the frequent and creative misuse of platform features in ways that enabled toxic behavior, amplified its harms, or made it more difficult to moderate. While the misuse of platform features for hate and harassment has been noted before (e.g., on Discord [32] or Facebook [27]), we believe that we are the first to systematically describe and characterize it as a broader phenomenon. Table 1 summarizes all of the platform features that were mentioned as being misused in our dataset and how it affects moderation. We categorized these misused features into four categories:

- **Community engagement:** Ability to create, engage or interact with community (e.g., posting or creating subs).
- **Mod/admin engagement:** Ability to interact with Mods or admins about different issues including abuse (e.g., mailing mods or reporting abuse to mod/admin).
- **Privacy control:** Ability to control one’s privacy, including controlling the persistence of and as others’ experience of one’s content and account (e.g., blocking, the ability to create multiple throwaway accounts to keep anonymity and avoid association with the primary account or privacy aspects of general platform features such as a lack of edit history on posts and comments).
- **Tracking:** Ability to track and learn about someone else’s activity (e.g., the fact that Reddit accounts have unconfigurably public post comment histories).

The categorization was devised by considering the primary purpose for which the users used these features in our dataset. We analyze these features in terms of the types of threats and harms they enable and the ways they make moderation more difficult in Section 5.2, where we also provide general lessons for thinking adversarially in the design of such features. We hope that our analysis will aid designers in more effectively evaluating and threat-modeling social systems against different types of adversarial misuse of platform features.

4.1.2 Complexity of Policy and Rules

Echoing some past work [38, 45], moderators often discussed situations where rules or policies aren’t well-defined, or where their details or enforcement are subjective. For instance, one moderator said: “The primary issue in this situation is that nobody, including the administrators, can clearly define or provide evidence of brigading.” This remains a persistent source of disagreement between the moderators and the administrators. “r/<redacted> is a prime example of why admin avoids giving a straightforward definition as they did bare minimum to comply with it. Yet they would still facilitate their community to engage in invading, manipulating, and harassing content/users they disagreed with. When mods were told to forbid linking to content, they complied but direct people on how to find that same content by other means.”

Others noted that too much specificity in policy may enable harassers to follow the letter of the policy while subverting its spirit: “Are we required to delete a bad review detailing a user’s experience with their doctor? We were threatened with a lawsuit from someone claiming to be the doctor’s attorney and one of our mods ended up having to find a lawyer to advise us. Handling this situation should not be the job of unpaid moderators!”

A lack of admin clarification of policies was also a common complaint. For example, one wrote: “When admins refuse to provide clarifications on the specific rules, it’s unreasonable to expect people will adhere to them.” That said, a few moderators acknowledged the complexity of defining concrete policy, especially in the complicated landscape of online misconduct and harassment. For example, one moderator said: “This is one aspect where I agree with admin regarding the necessity for making contextual judgments. Policies can’t encompass every scenario, leaving room for someone to claim the rule is unclear and disagree with its application somewhere.”

The issue of opaqueness in moderation policy is not exclusive to Reddit. Singhal et al. found a lack of clear guidelines for content moderation policies on all the major social media platforms. Moreover, there is no consensus among social media platforms on what type of content should be moderated for some categories, such as sexual content [50].

4.1.3 Issues with AEO and Admins

Anti-Evil Operations (AEO) and Reddit administrators moderate Reddit by enforcing content policies, addressing rule violations, and taking action against rule-breaking content or users. Though they seek to support mods in maintaining a safe and respectful online environment, mods frequently mentioned challenges when dealing with AEO and admins.

**Lack of Response and Action:** A major concern of moderators was admin’s perceived slow or inconsistent response to reports and queries. They complained of a lack of responses or of generic assurances such as “we’ll investigate” from Reddit, even in situations demanding urgent attention, such as reports involving suicide, sexual abuse of minors, and organized attacks and harassment. One moderator wrote: “Has anyone encountered issues with admin not replying to private messages? I mod a mental health subreddit, and attempting to contact admin since last week about a user who is actively encouraging our users to self-harm. One would expect that a serious matter such as this would receive a quick response, but it’s now been over 72 hours with no response.”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>How Misused</th>
<th>Example Quotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Engagement Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create account (Username &amp; profile pic)</td>
<td>Create account with offensive username or profile pic</td>
<td>“One account is following people with a slightly obscured racial slur for a username &amp; a profile pic showing a black man being executed.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post &amp; comment</td>
<td>Post and comment harassing content, misinformation, scam, etc</td>
<td>“We are getting overwhelmed at r/&lt;redacted&gt; because of the World Series and at least one troll is actively creating new reddit accounts to post racial messages. It is getting difficult to manage.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flair (post categories &amp; user tags)</td>
<td>Use harassing text as flair</td>
<td>“A subscriber decided it would be a great idea to fill their flair with offensive, racist and homophobic language.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosspost (sharing posts on subreddit)</td>
<td>Crosspost posts to trolling subreddits; Crosspost harassing posts to a subreddit</td>
<td>“He is crossposting many of our sub’s threads to troll sites. He doesn’t even try to hide it because surprisingly, all of it is legal. There is no way to ban offensive cross posting. He crossposts then invites his troll buddies to harass me or other community members.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create subreddit</td>
<td>Create subreddits with the sole purpose of harassing</td>
<td>“Individuals in my area who run hate groups on facebook are creating subs that direct users to sites spreading hate and misinformation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct message (DM)</td>
<td>Send harassing content</td>
<td>“A user in our sub pointed out some hateful language on a post and now getting DMs filled with hateful/incendiary/harassing words.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilding (purchase and give award)</td>
<td>Award people with account containing offensive username</td>
<td>“A user with an offensive username now gilding others so that I remove the comment they gilded as it shows their offensive name. I doubt Reddit is going to take action against accounts that buy gold.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote (upvote &amp; downvote)</td>
<td>Mass downvoting</td>
<td>“After investigating, we believe 2-3 former members of our sub are chronically downvoting. Now the majority of the posts on our subreddit’s main page have no upvotes or negative karma, and someone pointed out that it portrays the subreddit in a negative light.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mod/Admin Engagement Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modmail</td>
<td>Send harassing content, spam Modmail</td>
<td>“We were recently bombarded by a single user who sent us the same harassing Modmail 30 times within a minute.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report</td>
<td>False reporting posts/comments; Fill the ‘text field’ on the report feature with harassing text</td>
<td>“I moderate a controversial sub &amp; lot of the reports have anti-semitic, violent, threatening, homophobic and transphobic language in it.” “Currently, any user (including those banned for harassment) can false report your posts and cause site-wide suspension of your account.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privacy Control Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit</td>
<td>Harass and then edit content to evade penalty</td>
<td>“I recently deleted an offensive image. The poster began commenting that I am a bully and should not be a mod and when I went to alert other mods, they changed their texts to a more rational response.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td>Delete post or comment and/or delete account after harassment to avoid penalty</td>
<td>“A user waits 3 days after everyone has seen his abusive posts, then deletes any trace of doxxing from his accounts. Admins do nothing after I submit a report because there is no evidence of harassment.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt/throwaway account (extra or temporary account)</td>
<td>Create account to harass and evade ban</td>
<td>“A user created a new account and spent 6 hours urging others in the sub to commit suicide. We used automod to pseudo-shadow-ban them, but they simply created a new account and did it again.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>Harass and block someone so they can no longer view or respond to discussions</td>
<td>“Someone post an insulting comment and then immediately blocks the accused. This gives the impression that the accused user is wrong and does not want to respond to the insults made against them, but in reality, they are unable to even see the comment.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tracking Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User post &amp; comment history</td>
<td>Follow someone throughout Reddit to harass</td>
<td>“Someone’s stalking me, they check my post history and inundate all of my posts with offensive comments, even resorting to doxxing by using personal info they’ve gathered about my real life.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow</td>
<td>Follow with harassing usernames, profile pics; follow to track targets posts to harass</td>
<td>“New users in our teen subreddit are being bombarded by followbots with names related to pedophilia. 13 year olds are being notified on their cellphones that convicted pedophiles are following them.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of platform features abused for harassment from our dataset
Moderators also expressed their frustration with Reddit’s failure to enforce its terms of service and policies when it comes to content and individuals who blatantly violate these rules. This encompasses trolling-focused subreddits, subreddits associated with organized attacks, offensive content, and comments targeting specific communities, among other violations. For example, one moderator shared:

“I manage multiple large subreddits and frequently see blatantly violent anti-Semitic or Islamophobic comments. Even though I handle these at the subreddit level, I find it perplexing that when reported to admins, they constantly say that the content does not violate Reddit’s policies on hate speech.”

One moderator also shared an example of how this lack of action escalated to hate and harassment offline:

“Look at r/<redacted> for an example of a subreddit illustrating admin’s reluctance to ban a community that exhibited blatant hatefulness, destructiveness, and disruption on Reddit and contributed to real-world violence by right wing extremists. Admins only banned the sub after it moved off-site to continue their extremism elsewhere.”

Mods also discussed a lack of effectiveness of admin actions. For example, one popular admin sanction is the shadowban, which allows a banned user to post and comment, but their activity is invisible to others, with the goal of not revealing the punishment to the banned user so they cannot evade it. Nonetheless, mods observed that shadowbanned users can still engage in harassment:

“Shadowbanning a user that utilizes private messaging to run scams or sell drugs is ineffective. Shadowbanning a user who inundates mods with hundreds of messages is also ineffective. I know first-hand that getting admin to address explicit violations of content policy is not possible when the account has already been shadowbanned. It’s incredibly frustrating.”

Some moderators claimed that when a single user is reported multiple times, Reddit often investigates only the first: “I flagged two comments from the same user. Reddit decided to delete one of them, but declined to look into the other & it wasn’t removed. They said: “We’ve already investigated this user based on another report about other content. After investigating, we determined that the reported user was in violation of Reddit’s Content Policy and took action accordingly.”

Moderators don’t seek only admin’s practical support; many also valued acknowledgment and appreciation of their work: “Being heard and recognized means a lot. The fact that admins do not acknowledge these problems is a major issue. Simply making the time to listen and acknowledge the issues with genuine interest and intention to help holds immense value and can go a long way in reducing frustration.”

Lack of Transparency about Admin Actions: Moderators expressed a desire for greater transparency about the actions that admin or AEO take or the reasons for those actions. Some wanted transparency in order to form a better model of unclear or subjective rules (see Section 4.1.2) and better align their moderation with it. For instance, after AEO removed a post that a moderator had approved, they said: “If there was a legitimate reason for the removal, I would like to be informed of it. This way I know what we did wrong in our approval process and make better choices moving forward.” Others expressed surprise when receiving feedback that users they reported were banned, noting that typically they received only boilerplate with no details about what action was taken: “I am fed up with constantly receiving this message: “After investigating, we’ve found that the reported content violates Reddit’s Content Policy and have taken action.” Such frustrations were also observed in the prior research on moderation transparency in different platforms [38, 53].

Finally, some were frustrated by the way a lack of transparency made it difficult to contest decisions made by AEO or admin, as the appeal form requires an explanation of why it is an error and why the instance actioned was not a violation of Reddit policy. This is particularly important in instances where moderators are targeted by false reporting to ban their account. One moderator said: “I was banned for ‘harassment’ with no explanation of what I did. I appealed and the decision was revoked, but the process was difficult considering I had no idea what I had supposedly done.”

Prior studies emphasized the significance of making moderators’ actions [29, 31] and automated content moderation [15] transparent to users and content creators to foster trust and engagement. Our results expand to also examine the role of transparency between the platform and volunteer moderators.

Inconsistent and Inaccurate Actions: Moderators frequently complained that AEO’s actions appeared arbitrary and inconsistent, both in failing to address violations and in taking action without cause. Such inconsistencies in action from algorithmic moderation systems have also been observed in other platforms such as Facebook [26, 57].

One moderator wrote: “Taking isolated messages out of context and imposing penalties based on them undermines the value of our role as moderators, portraying us as ineffective and dispensable.” This quote touches on two themes. First, moderators prided themselves as experts of their community and moderating contextually. Second, one of the problems with inconsistent platform actions is that they see it as undermining their ability to moderate effectively.

Inconsistent platform actions also frustrated moderators who saw them as increasing their workload through the need to appeal erroneous suspensions or request that posts be reinstated. Some found the process for doing so particularly cumbersome: “I should not have to put so much effort (numerous modmails) just to review an AEO removal.”

Unwarranted actions against moderators were seen as particularly harmful, both because a banned moderator can’t moderate (leading to more toxicity in their community), and because some moderators were afraid to take moderation actions after seeing others be banned for doing so:

“A mod in my community was banned, ironically, for reporting abuse of the report button. Our users abuse the report
button regularly, and honestly I’m nervous to report them now, since apparently we can be banned for doing our jobs.”

Moderators articulated various theories of why AEO exhibits these behaviors, such as believing it consists of third-party contractors in another country or a poorly designed automated bot. Actions perceived as inaccurate may thus aggravate a lack of transparency around admin actions (by creating & reinforcing potentially incorrect theories). Conversely, a lack of transparency around how AEO works may contribute to perceiving its actions as inconsistent or inaccurate.

4.1.4 Issues with Moderation Tools/Features

Reddit’s moderation features include tools such as post/comment removal, user banning, content approval, etc. Two major themes about these tools emerged: misunderstood or unknown tools and inadequate feature sets.

**Misunderstood or Unknown Moderation Tools:** Moderators were sometimes entirely unaware of the existence of some moderation features, learning about them in response to posts in r/ModSupport or r/modhelp. Others knew about features but misunderstood their behavior. For example, one mod deleted a post containing a link to non-consensual intimate imagery, assuming that removing the text of the post would render the link inaccessible. However, such links remain active on Reddit, which they learned only when told by the victim. In another case, a moderator banned an offender from a subreddit, believing they would be entirely blocked from the subreddit. The mod later discovered that the offender could still view the subreddit, report content, and even give awards, leading to continued misuse of these features. Such misunderstandings may be due to incomplete documentation; Reddit’s website outlines what a banned individual cannot do, but doesn’t list actions they can still take.

A key action moderators take is to report violations of Reddit’s central policies to the platform. Reddit offers several avenues for reporting offensive behavior, such as utilizing the report button under posts or comments, utilizing a dedicated report form, submitting a request for inquiry through Reddit help, and contacting the administrators via Modmail on the r/ModSupport subreddit. Moderators discussed all of these options, but were often unclear on how they differed and when to use them. Further, when reporting content, mods need to choose a category under which to report, such as “This is spam”, “This is abusive or harassing”, “Minor abuse”, and more. Some mods felt there was a lack of clear explanation of the meaning or scope of these categories, which they said lead to incorrect use and less effective responses to reports. For example, one moderator pointed out that the category “report abuse” could be misleading, as some individuals might interpret it hastily as “I want to report this abuse” rather than “This user is abusing the report button” (i.e., by reporting non-problematic content). Such confusion can have major consequences: this moderator attempt to report an abusive user comment, but instead inadvertently reported another mod who had already reported the same comment, resulting in the suspension of that moderator for misuse of the report button.

Another moderator noted that clarity and consistency of report categories could also serve a role of communicating site standards and Reddit’s consistent enforcement of them: “By presenting users with categories of what constitutes unacceptable behavior, Reddit can enhance clarity, demonstrating its commitment to upholding every aspect of its code of conduct and reinforcing these rules with its community members.”

Moderators also discussed uncertainty about how much and what kind of evidence is needed for reporting. For example, a common form of harassment involves mass (false) reporting of threads in a subreddit, which wastes moderator time by filling the modqueue with gratuitous reports. Moderators were unsure whether to report each false report or just a few, and whether or not to clear the modqueue or if they should leave it as evidence for administrators. In this case, admins responded to say that it is fine to report just a few cases of spam abuse and then clear all the abusive reports from the modqueue. Nevertheless, we saw that many other inquiries about misunderstood and under-documented moderation features went unanswered by admin. Past research found similar misunderstandings and confusion about the content moderation and appeal process among users on social media platforms [58].

**Inadequate Features:** Moderators are often unsatisfied with the lack of adequate features to prevent abuse and action offenders, even though they are held accountable for the safety of their community. They often named specific toxic behaviors, such as ban evasion and misuse of the report and block features, for which features were particularly insufficient: “How do you think we’re going to moderate block abuse if we can’t see when people have blocked each other, and just have to take their word for it?”

Reporting to admin was seen as one of the few options available in such cases, but this was more difficult when nonstandard approaches were used to harass, such as paying to gild a post while using an offensive username: “The report categories don’t include offensive username and/or gild giver name.” Furthermore, deleted accounts can’t be reported. Mods described harassers circumventing bans by creating a new account and deleting the old one. One said:

> “We can’t report most usernames through the report form due to the error it returns: ‘this account does not exist’.”

The inability to provide contextual information while reporting offenses frustrated some mods, who considered this particularly important when the harassment was in another language or used relied on tropes or dog whistles. For instance, one moderator said: “I once encountered a subreddit promoting hate against the queer community and it was near impossible to report because most things posted were subtle. They weren’t so obvious like ‘trans people go die’.

At times, limits in place to resist abuse can backfire. For example, Reddit limits users’ rate of reporting to mitigate
4.1.5 Non-Reddit Authorities

In extreme cases of harassment, mods discussed contacting authorities such as law enforcement, and internet service providers (ISPs). However many mods believed that law enforcement has a high bar for acting on online abuse, a claim justified by past work on intimate privacy [17]. Others saw the platform as a blocker to such action after contacting police about doxing: “I was told by police that they’ve asked for information from Reddit, but it could be two to six months before they’re sent the necessary info. This does not appear to be high priority for them.” In other cases, the international nature of the internet was the problem.

“The problem I’m facing is that the user at risk are located in the United States, while I am in Germany. If I reach out to the local authorities in Germany, they would be unable to take any action due to jurisdictional constraints.”

Moreover, mods noted that law enforcement and ISP practices vary from country to country. While online harassment is treated seriously in some regions, it may not be elsewhere. Mods felt that without other support, victims often have two choices: leaving the community or enduring harassment.

4.1.6 Mod-Targeted Harassment and Burnout

Moderators on Reddit are more prone to targeted harassment due to their role in enforcing subreddit rules and decisions, their increased visibility, and the potential for disagreements with users, which often escalate into personal attacks in the relatively anonymous online environment [11]. Moderator mentioned harassing messages (i.e., death and rape threats toward mods and their families, threats of physical harm, threats of hacking and doxing, etc.), organized targeted attacks of false reporting and downvoting all their posts and comments, and being hacked, doxed, or stalked in campaigns that sometimes escalated to moderators’ other social media accounts. In extreme cases, harassers persisted over months or even years.

“After banning a user in my sub he sent me a private message containing my phone #, family address, and other personal info, saying they would ‘pay me a visit’. I moderate a local sub so the threat felt very real. I am unashamed to say I am still afraid of this person and I don’t think I’ll ever reach closure around this situation nor will I feel at peace.”

To minimize these risks, some moderators discussed using separate accounts for moderating and personal Reddit activities. Some wanted the ability to seamlessly switch between their dedicated moderation account and regular user profile or recommended that Reddit should conceal moderators’ identities when interacting with rule violators.

In addition to targeted harassment, moderators see more offensive and harassing content and behaviors, which leads to emotional burnout [52, 59]. One moderator said: “Automod prevents the public from seeing this stuff, but I still see it.” Previous research with online content moderators [51] and community moderators [21] showed that moderators cope with burnout by taking various approaches, including peer support, separating moderation from home, engaging in physical exercise or distraction, and using tools such as muting audio, ceasing immediate viewing when content was confirmed as sexual abuse content, etc. to minimize impact.

Special Events: Special events relevant to a particular community can create temporary increases in toxic content, leading to increased moderation burden both practically and emotionally. Discussing Pride Month, a moderator of an LGBTQ community asked: “Is anything being done to address the significant increase in hate and harassment towards LGBTQ users, moderators, and subreddits?” Current events could lead to similar but unplanned surges, as described by a mod of a geographically focused subreddit after a local mass shooting: “It turned out to be unexpectedly demanding in terms of time and emotional toll. We were immersed in the tragedy without any chance to take a break, and piled on top of that was the overwhelming toxicity from brigaders.” Reddit organizes mod reserves, which provide temporary extra moderators for such events, but moderators exercise caution when considering this option, since so much of moderation depends on understanding subtle context or familiarity with the community’s culture and values, reinforcing findings from past work [43].

Some attributed inaction to financial causes. “Reddit possesses the financial resources to offer an immediate response for mod support in local surges like these. They opt not to since mods will just suffer and do it without pay.”

4.2 Complex Trade-offs

Moderators identified complex tradeoffs involving conflicting pressures between welcomingness, privacy, free speech, and other factors when working to combat hate and harassment. Accessibility vs. Harassment: Ban evasion—in which offenders create new accounts and continue problematic behavior—was a commonly discussed challenge. One common mitigation is to establish a minimum account age or karma requirement to prevent new accounts from participating in a subreddit. However, this also restricts genuine (i.e., non-ban-evading) new users from contributing, which is a
serious concern for some moderators: “Because we mod a local sub, we do not want to set age or karma limits. It would prevent new posters from posting, thus creating an unwelcome environment for folks who, say, recently moved to our city.”

Another approach to reducing harassment is to make a community private, such that only users approved by moderators can view, post, or comment. This option seriously limits accessibility to new users, as well as necessitating extra mod effort to manually approve each user. “Changing our sub to private was an option that we thought of, but the labor needed for that and the risk of losing members was of major concern. We would possibly lose existing members or genuine new subscribers who want to talk, grieve, or find info.”

Harassers also sometimes misuse features to induce this tradeoff. Mods described harassers who create accounts with offensive usernames and gild target’s posts, which causes the platform to display the gilder’s (toxic) username alongside the post. Moderators cannot remove the gilder’s username from the comment—their only moderation options are to delete the entire comment, which silences the target and makes the community less accessible to them, or leave the post up still branded with the harasser’s username.

**Privacy vs. Harassment:** Reddit allows users to remain relatively anonymous, which can be both a strength and a weakness. Anonymity can protect privacy and allow for open posts and comments even when your account is suspended. "Changing our sub to private was an option that we thought of, but the labor needed for that and the risk of losing members was of major concern. We would possibly lose existing members or genuine new subscribers who want to talk, grieve, or find info."

Harassers also sometimes misuse features to induce this tradeoff. Mods described harassers who create accounts with offensive usernames and gild target’s posts, which causes the platform to display the gilder’s (toxic) username alongside the post. Moderators cannot remove the gilder’s username from the comment—their only moderation options are to delete the entire comment, which silences the target and makes the community less accessible to them, or leave the post up still branded with the harasser’s username.

**Privacy vs. Harassment:** Reddit allows users to remain relatively anonymous, which can be both a strength and a weakness. Anonymity can protect privacy and allow for open discussions [12, 39], but it can also shield harassment, hate speech, and trolling. A popular way to maintain anonymity on Reddit is by creating a throwaway account. Many people use throwaway accounts to ask sensitive questions, confess secrets, or share stories that they don’t want to be associated with their regular Reddit account. However, throwaway accounts are also misused for harassment and evading bans. One way to prevent this is to verify the throwaway account to confirm that they are legitimate users using a formal verification method. However, such verification can undermine the purpose of using a throwaway account. One mod suggested: “If you are having an issue with new accounts trolling your community, why not require them to message you from an established account to prove their throwaway is legitimate?”. Another replied: “I hope that solutions exist to preserve anonymity if a user has genuine fears about their Reddit identity being exposed. I don’t believe throwaway accounts should trust or rely on mods to keep their identity confidential.”

Reddit stores only the latest version of edited posts or comments. Mods described abusers who post offensive comments, then edit them to appear benign to evade punishment by concealing evidence. However, this lack of edit history is also seen as a valuable privacy feature:

“The privacy implications could be drastic if this change was enacted. Redditors could more easily gather another’s personal information. Ongoing disclosure and editing is part of Reddit’s approach to privacy, which is why you can edit posts and comments even when your account is suspended.”

Finally, for the sake of privacy and to deter moderators from misusing their authority to suppress legitimate reports of misconduct, Reddit doesn’t reveal who reported an issue to moderators. Unfortunately, mods noted that this also protects those who abuse the report button, and many wished for a system that could hold spam reporters accountable without disclosing genuine reporters’ identities to mods.

**Transparency vs. Harassment:** Similar to prior work [33], mods noted a tradeoff between transparency and harassment mitigation. Moderators discussed the need for clear and concrete rules and transparency on how the platform makes decisions on violations. Though this information would help moderators take moderation actions that align with platform policy, excessive transparency can inadvertently empower harassers by revealing patterns that help them evade detection and circumvent moderation measures [20, 33, 34]. One mod described a toxic sub with “[a] desire for an explicit rule not to better prevent harassment, but so they could find a loophole. They followed the letter of the spelled out rules but still allowed harassment.”

## 5 Discussion

Our discussion draws out to major themes from our results. First, we discuss the understudied relationship between mods and admins, examining it in terms of power dynamics and placing moderator behavior and understanding of the platform in that context. Second, from our results detailing feature misuse for hate and harassment, we generate a taxonomy of such misuse, analyzing the ways feature misuse strengthens harassment and makes it more resilient to moderation. We then articulate design themes for creating platform features that are more difficult to misuse in these ways, in the process arguing for the value in this context of taking a security mindset-based approach to platform design.

### 5.1 The Relationship of Mods and Site Admins

In our investigation, the relationships between mods and admins came up often. In broad terms, both admins and moderators have similar goals to deter targeted attacks, harassment, and other negative behaviors on Reddit and foster a positive and safe environment for users. However, we observed complex and often discordant relationships between them.

Moderators’ perceptions of their relationship with admins crossed many emotions: frustration about insufficient communication, confusion about unclear guidance, anger about perceived inconsistent or inappropriate actions, and fear about the possibility that they, their users, or their whole community might be punished or banned unfairly. Mods often view admins as capricious, unreliable, or arbitrary yet powerful entities. These inconsistent and arbitrary actions of admins affected moderators’ ability to effectively moderate their community, the safety of community members, and the perceptions of Reddit as a place for positive engagement. For in-
stance, moderators get inaccurately banned for reporting violations, their posts arbitrarily get removed without explanation, and so on, affecting their ability to interact with and ensure the safety of their community. Despite these challenges, moderators often find themselves in a position where they need to be reliant on admins. We have observed this dependency on admins both in the high frequency with which moderators advised each other to escalate issues to admins and the frequency with which admins came up when discussing challenges. This dependency underscores the significant power disparity between admins, who wield ultimate authority, and moderators, who possess lesser status and authority. Moderators feel compelled to engage with admins frequently to ensure the growth and safety of their community despite many of the challenges they face being a result of admin actions. Yet, we observed moderators seldom receive reasonable responses or support, if any, from the admin. We encourage future work to explore the power dynamics of such relationships as they vary across platforms with different moderation structures and approaches, especially given that power relations of this sort are particularly likely to harm marginalized groups with less status and power, to begin with.

The relationship between moderators and admins may also be affected by the inconsistent role of admins in moderation. Massanari asserted, “There seems to be a deep reluctance on the part of the administrators to alienate any part of their audience, no matter how problematic, as it will mean less traffic and ultimately less revenue for Reddit [41]” after investigating the response of Reddit to a public case of non-consensual distribution of intimate images of a celebrity within the platform. Reddit administrators responded to the case by saying they: “feel it is necessary to maintain as neutral a platform as possible and to let the communities on Reddit be represented by the actions of the people who participate in them. [10]”

Yet, we observed moderators perceived administrators actions as particularly untrustworthy and unfair for niche and marginalized communities. One possible avenue for future exploration could be clearly distinguishing between admins’ and moderators’ involvement and responsibilities in moderation. This would involve specifying the hierarchy of community moderation, identifying which parties are involved, outlining their duties, and establishing protocols for intervention. For instance, depicting the circumstances under which administrators would intervene and when they would defer to and respect community moderators judgment in matters of moderation.

Finally, in the midst of the tension between mods and admins, we noticed genuine appreciation from moderators when support was provided by admins and their recognition of moderators’ efforts. More attention from platforms and admins in publicly acknowledging moderators’ contributions, whether through shout-outs in newsletters, badges, or other forms of recognition, may help improve the admin-mod relationship.

5.2 Designing Against Adversarial Misuse

Table 1 summarizes the platform feature misuse moderators identified. The research team analyzed each type of feature misuse in terms of the abuse types it enabled (informed by our dataset) from Thomas et al.’s taxonomy of online hate and harassment [55]. Table 2’s left-hand seven columns summarize this analysis. Through an iterative process reviewing the coded segments for the ‘feature misused for harassment’ code, two of the researchers arrived at eight capabilities enabled by the feature misuse. The same researchers annotated different types of feature misuse to determine whether or not they enabled any of the capabilities in our dataset, with the rest of the research team validating the annotations. The adversarial capabilities that emerged from the analysis include (1) amplifying harassment, (2) silencing/narrative control, and (3) making harassment more resilient to moderation (divided into six capabilities). Finally, based on our systematization and responding to Freed et al.’s call for frameworks to design against UI-bound adversarial capabilities [24] we articulate general lessons for designing less abusable features to guide designers of not just Reddit but all platforms.

5.2.1 Amplify Harassment

Some features empower potential adversaries to execute large-scale attacks or aid in escalating harassment. Crossposting enables attackers to share posts from one subreddit to another, expanding their reach to a broader, potentially hostile audience. This, in turn, can lead to instances of brigading and a heightened level of harassment directed at the original poster or the target subreddit. We have also observed malicious individuals establishing subreddits to orchestrate coordinated attacks against specific communities. Additionally, adversaries can generate unlimited alternative or throwaway accounts to intensify harassment directed at the target. Adversaries can follow targets, and whenever targets post, it appears in their feed, providing them easier and immediate access to the target’s posts to harass. Finally, post and comment history escalate harassment by enabling attackers to follow around the target and harass them everywhere they engage across Reddit. Beyond Reddit, adversaries can amplify harassment on any platform, allowing users to create radicalized communities without proper platform moderation.

5.2.2 Silence/Control Narrative

There are several methods commonly employed to stifle opposing voices on Reddit. One approach involves reporting the content as abusive and triggering platform tools like AEO to remove the content or suspend the poster’s account. Another widely used tactic is to downvote posts or comments, reducing their visibility to the audience. We have also observed adversaries employing a unique method to silence by creating offensive usernames and gilding specific comments. It forces
moderators to remove the comments entirely, as there’s no way to remove only the offensive gild givers’ names from the comments. Moderators have also discussed how adversaries misuse the block feature to disrupt a target’s ability to participate on Reddit. For instance, if a user higher up in a comment thread blocks you on Reddit, you lose the ability to reply to any users below you, including those responding to your comment. Adversaries exploit this feature to lock out the target from the conversation. Moderators have also highlighted the consequences of such feature misuse in terms of controlling the narrative of a conversation. For example, someone can disseminate misinformation more effectively by silencing active Redditors who typically counter misinformation with factual information, taking advantage of the aforementioned features.

5.2.3 Making Abuse Harder to Moderate

Past work has viewed abuse from various lenses, such as vulnerability (e.g., of specific populations), design (e.g., nudging to reduce toxic behavior), human and cultural factors (e.g., the need for humans in the moderation loop), and prediction (e.g., automated detection of hate speech). We add another lens that has been little used to date: harassment as a security problem, wherein intelligent adversaries (harassers) misuse features to harass and to resist moderation. 13/16 of the misused features we identified could be used to make abuse more resistant to moderation. We argue for the value of this lens in borrowing existing design tools from technical security work—most fundamentally, the adversarial perspective-taking of the security mindset [48]—to inform the design of platform features hardened against adversarial misuse. The rightmost columns of Table 2 summarize the ways moderators in our dataset witnessed feature being misused to resist moderation of abusive behavior. The subsequent paragraphs elaborate on these ways. We then present a set of design themes to inform designers working to design or re-design platform features that are resistant to adversarial misuse by harassers resisting moderation.

Incapacitating Moderators: In this adversarial model, attacks directed against moderators can be viewed as incapacitating them by consuming their time, focus, or emotional energy or simply by getting their accounts banned. Feature abuse here includes spamming modmail, filling the modqueue with spurious reports to make it tedious to act on real ones, or trying to get moderators banned via false reporting. Any system that relies on volunteer or professional human moderation is potentially vulnerable to similar denial-of-service attacks. Beyond Reddit, a variety of types of features might be misused to this end, such as direct messaging inboxes, notifications, moderation queues, and any kind of automated or user-report driven moderation system that might be adversarially redirected towards spurringly banning moderators.

Non-Standard Delivery Mechanisms for Toxic Content: Harassers embedded toxic content in “non-standard” locations or fields, such as usernames or flairs, or delivered it to targets in “non-standard” ways, such as by following a target or gilding their messages to their insulting username in notifications or alongside targets’ posts. These “non-standard” approaches contrast “standard” approaches, such as posting, commenting, or private messaging. Furthermore, malicious users misused their ability to edit content by including offensive language after the moderators approve their innocuous posts. Such non-standard mechanisms may make moderation more difficult for a variety of reasons, including a lack of first- or third-party tooling for efficiently viewing and moderating such complaints or a lack of platform moderation features for reporting such content (e.g., one moderator complained about the fact that there is no option to report users for having hateful usernames). Beyond Reddit, such non-standard delivery mechanisms might exist anywhere users can embed content (e.g., profiles, tags, customized URLs, profile pictures, emoji reactions, etc.) and anywhere they are able to cause content they control to be shown to targets or audiences (e.g., notifications, replies, re-blogging, profiles, etc.).

Hiding Content from Moderators and/or Admin: Moderators discussed a variety of ways in which harassers misused features in order to hide toxic content or evidence of harassment from moderators and admins, including editing a toxic post to be innocuous (or deleting it) after the target has seen the toxic content, sending toxic content via direct message, cross-posting a target’s post to a trolling subreddit or creating a subreddit to harass a particular subreddit and it’s users. In many cases, these misuses rely specifically on features of the platform that may be described as privacy features, such as the fact that the history of edited or deleted posts are not preserved, inducing challenging tensions for designers.

Hiding Content from the Target: In this attack, the content is hidden not from mods or a broader audience, but from the target themself. The harasser posts a toxic comment replying to the target, then immediately blocks them, making their comment invisible to the target and preventing them from responding. Mods noted that this attack not only prevents the target from responding to toxicity, but also portrays them to others as unable or unwilling to do so. They also noted the potential to create a seeming “consensus” about misinformation or toxic beliefs by preventing those most likely to debunk or combat those ideas from responding. Blocking is an archetypical privacy feature, and the design of Reddit’s blocking feature is natural and expected, yet this attack is a striking example how protective features can be leveraged by clever attackers. Beyond Reddit, any feature that allows users to control the visibility of content, such as private posts or accounts, circles, visibility settings, and more may implicate this type of attack. One example can be seen on Twitter, where quote retweeting from a private account has come to be widely associated with toxic or harassing behavior [28].

Hide Attacker Identity: Two features enabled harassers to hide their identities more easily: the deletion of posts/comments/accounts and Reddit’s liberal policy with
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Misused Features</th>
<th>Types of Abuse from [55]</th>
<th>Adversarial Capabilities (this paper)</th>
<th>Resilience Against Moderation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community engagement</strong>: Ability to create, or engage with community.</td>
<td>Toxic Content</td>
<td>Amplify Harassment</td>
<td>Non-Standard Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mod/Admin Engagement</strong>: Ability to interact with Mod/Admin.</td>
<td>Content Leakage</td>
<td>Silence/Control Narrative</td>
<td>Hide Content from Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privacy control</strong>: Ability to control one’s privacy, including controlling the</td>
<td>Overloading</td>
<td>Incapacitate Moderators</td>
<td>Hide Content from Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persistence of as well as others’ experience of one’s content and account.</td>
<td>False Reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hide Attacker Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tracking</strong>: Ability to track or learn about someone else’s activity.</td>
<td>Impersonation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Leverage Platform Incentives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Engagement Features</strong></td>
<td>Surveillance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create account (usernames/profile pic)</td>
<td>Lockout</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post/Comment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flair (post &amp; user)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosspost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create subreddits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct messages (DM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mod/Admin Engagement Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modmail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Privacy Control Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edit posts/comments (no history)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete posts/comments (no history)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete accounts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alt/throwaway accounts allowed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blocking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tracking Features</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User post/comment history</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow (a user)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Taxonomy of platform feature misuse for hate and harassment. The categorization on the left-most column depicts the primary purpose for which the users used these features in the context of our dataset. A ✓ indicates the feature being exploited to conduct an attack, amplify harassment, silence the target, or develop resistance against moderation in our dataset.

alt/throwaway accounts to keep anonymity and avoid association with the primary account. To make matters worse, when a malicious user deletes their (alt/throwaway) account, the harassing posts and comments published from that account persist and are not automatically removed. More than our other categories of moderation resistance, this one induces difficult tradeoffs, given the particular value of privacy and anonymity, as discussed in Section 4.2. Beyond Reddit, any features that allow anonymous, pseudonymous, or multiple-username participation such as guest posting, allowing multiple accounts, or the ability to change usernames or other account details might raise similar challenges.

**Platform Incentives**: Above, we discussed gilding from accounts with toxic usernames as a non-standard delivery mechanism. Some mods saw this as effective not only because it is non-standard, but also because gilding is one of Reddit’s revenue streams. They hypothesized pessimistically that monetary incentives would make the platform less likely to take action against accounts that spend money on gold, even for hostile purposes. Whether or not it changes Reddit’s behavior, this certainly reduced trust in the platform by moderators. Given the importance of the relationship between mods and the platform shown in our results, such loss of trust has serious implications for user safety. Beyond Reddit, any feature perceived by users as creating incentives for the platform, including direct revenue streams (e.g., advertising, Important Blue Internet Checkmarks, API fees, premium subscriptions, etc.) or indirect ones that support revenue (e.g., anything that
increases engagement) may implicate such concerns.

5.2.4 Designing Platform Features to Resist Misuse

Our results show that many of the toughest challenges moderators face result from the misuse of features, and we have characterized above the particular ways that feature misuse works to enhance toxic behavior by amplifying its effects, silencing targets/controlling the narrative, and by hardening it against moderation in a variety of ways.

Freed et al. called for HCI researchers to create design frameworks for resisting UI-bound adversaries by adopting the abusers viewpoint to identify avenues for abuse [24]. Expanding their notion of UI-bound adversaries outside of the space of intimate partner violence, we take up their call to ask: how can we design platform features that “limit systems’ abusability... while maintaining, or minimally impacting legitimate user experience” [24]. In analyzing the properties of feature misuse described above, we have derived four themes that can inform designers working towards this goal.

The Security Mindset: Popularized by security writer and cryptographer Bruce Schneier, the security mindset is a common attitude towards systems and their design that is broadly valued among technical security practitioners. Just as Freed suggests taking on the abuser’s viewpoint to reveal unexpected uses of a system or its features and enable their design or re-design into a less abusable form. We argue that this mindset is a perfect fit for hardening the features of online platforms like Reddit against misuse by harassers. Though issues of hate & harassment are often thought of under headings such as “Trust & Safety”, they can be viewed, like technical security challenges, as potentially adversarial situations. Thinking of harassers as adversaries is not the only way to view them, and we are not arguing against past work that rightfully believes that toxic users are not inherently toxic and deploys techniques such as nudging to encourage better behavior [9, 40]. But the evidence from our results suggests that harassers frequently misuse features in ways that are explicitly adversarial, in that they intelligently attempt to make moderators’ jobs more difficult, more burdensome, or subject to catch-22 tradeoffs. Though our taxonomy includes only the attacks and adversarial capabilities of features discussed by the moderators in our dataset, it is also important to consider how the exploitation of various features in combination gives an attacker even greater adversarial capability. For instance, an attacker might create multiple throwaway accounts with offensive usernames and harass the target by commenting on their post and following them. It forces the target to triage numerous notifications or comments, hindering their ability to engage fully online while also subjecting them to harassing content. We suggest that platforms would benefit from incorporating security mindset at all phases of the design process to identify and mitigate opportunities for adversarial misuse.

As our results show, a good existing platforms might learn much from their users and, especially, their moderators, who are intimately familiar with misuse and could guide designers toward opportunities to harden the platform against them.

Tooling and Attack Surface: Attackers often used non-standard locations and methods to deliver toxicity. Just as database or web security practitioners consider every user-controlled value as potentially adversarial, we argue that designers should view any user-controlled data or actions as potential vectors for toxic behavior or its enhancement. Moderation tools should handle toxic usernames, profile pictures, gilding, or follows as easily as they handle “standard” vectors like posts and comments. And designers should include this full attack surface in security mindset analyses to identify potential challenges to moderation.

Trust: Much as conflict of interest rules require agents to mitigate not only actual conflicts of interest but also the appearance of them, platforms should be wary of losing user and moderator trust in situations where the platform’s incentives appear to align against users. The unusual attack we identified—in which users create accounts with toxic usernames and then pay Reddit to attach those toxic usernames to targets’ posts—are a striking example of this idea. Though Reddit may not show deference to paying harassers, moderators warily noted the obvious financial incentives. Platforms should watch for the ways that their incentives appear to users and moderators as they design their features and profit models, since the loss of trust in platforms could be a major problem for their ability to combat hate and harassment. Our results illustrate this by showing the importance of the relationship between admins and mods in supporting community safety.

Policy: Platform policy can be examined through these lenses and using the security mindset. For example, Reddit’s liberal policy around alt accounts, as well as their privacy-preserving choice to discard edit history for posts, can be misused. As with technical features, misuse doesn’t mean that a policy is wrong—these policies have broadly understood and proven benefits for legitimate users. However, as moderators suggest in their discussions of the nuances of such policies, exploring the design space of such policies holds great opportunities for mitigating misuse while retaining or even enhancing opportunities for legitimate benefits.

6 Conclusion

By exploring the challenges moderators face combating online hate and harassment, this paper revealed intricate power dynamics between moderators and platform administrators that complicate moderation; systematized ways that adversarial users can carry out attacks by misusing platform features without privileged access; and proposed a set of design themes for designing interfaces, incentive models, and platform policies using the security mindset to limit the potential for feature misuse while retaining functionality.
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A Appendix
A.1 Final Codebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Example Quotation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of clarity on Platform rules</td>
<td>Lack of clarity on where reddit stands on rules in a particular situation.</td>
<td>&quot;I'm unsure if this is the forum to discuss this, but are license plates a piece of personal information? I know that some subs are more serious about it than others. Some have no restrictions against it, is there a Reddit platform policy on this?&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Lack of transparency of platform decision/action | Lack of transparency of how the platform or admin makes internal decision. | "Recently, I received a permanent ban for harassment without any specific details provided, such as a link to the alleged offense or information on the recipient. Fortunately, the ban was overturned upon appeal. However, it was challenging to mount an appeal without knowing what I did wrong."
| Lack of clarity on platform tools/features | Lack of clarity on how the platform’s tool/feature works. | "Recently, I received a permanent ban for harassment without any specific details provided, such as a link to the alleged offense or information on the recipient. Fortunately, the ban was overturned upon appeal. However, it was challenging to mount an appeal without knowing what I did wrong."
| Lack of guidelines on reporting offenses | Lack of clear guidelines on how to effectively record and report offenses and harassment. | "When an individual submits 30 reports within a ten-minute timeframe, how should we notify the admins? Should we file a single report? Or should we report each instance separately?"
| Lack of clarity on third party tool | Lack of clarity of how a third party tool works. | "I want to understand whether Safestbot bans people with activity on certain subs or if it bans those people with activity on my sub and the selected sub? Thank you."
| Lack of Mod safety guidelines | Lack of guidance for moderators in place to ensure their safety. | "I used the same account for moderation and using Reddit. I shared artwork with my name on it. It did not occur to me that somebody might get hostile toward me for banning them. Dumb!"
| Lack of notification on feature/policy change | Poor communication from Reddit about new rules/tool/policy or updates of rules/tool/policy | Reddit has obviously changed what they consider harassment. Can mods get a clear definition on this and why there was a shift?"
| Lack of tool/feature | The current tool or feature does not support needs. There is a need for additional or upgraded tools. | "Previously treated using an alternate account and was surprised to find that when you ban someone, they just can’t post or comment. They can still access the subreddit, report content, award gold, and other god-knows-what." |
| Issues with inconsistent/inaccurate AE/O/Reddit/admin action | Moderators sharing challenges regarding inconsistent/inaccurate action from Reddit/AEO/Admin. | "The AE/O/Admin team seems to turn a blind eye when users engage in doxing against moderators, and they persistently misuse Google Translate to misconstrue harmless jokes and posts from our users as genuine threats or harassment, disregarding the context." |
| Issues with lack of AE/O/Reddit/admin response/action | Moderators sharing challenges regarding lack of response and actions from Reddit/AEO/Admin. | "A close friend was a moderator and has endured persistent harassment for more than a year. Despite making numerous attempts to seek assistance from the admins, they never provided any help. Eventually, he reached a point of frustration and decided to leave Reddit altogether."
| Lack of complexity of external support | Challenges with receiving support from external resources like police. | "To file a police report, activities must constitute a direct threat, and actions like stalking and doxing alone do not meet this criterion. The individual in question does not know my whereabouts and has not explicitly threatened to engage in any illegal activities."
| Feature misused for harassment | The platforms features are being misused for harassment. | "After investigating, we believe 2-3 former members of our sub are chronically downvoting. Now the majority of the posts on our subreddit’s main page have no upvotes or negative karma, and someone pointed out that it portrays the subreddit in a negative light." |
| Harassment towards moderator | Moderators are receiving harassment and hate on Reddit either internally or harassment that escalates to other platforms. | "We were recently bombarded by a single user who sent us the same harassing Message 30 times within a minute." |
| Community Harassment | Harassment taking place in a subreddit that is affecting the whole subreddit, perpetrated by a group or individual (e.g., Massive downvoting, crossposting for the purpose of harassment, etc.) | "Someone hacked our Discord server and misused moderator privileges through another alternate account within our subreddit, resulting in our community being temporarily shut down for a few days." |
| Complex tradeoff | Moderators are in a situation where they have to compromise and make one choice, resulting in losing something, usually forgoing a benefit or opportunity. | "C1: What purpose does a reporting system serve if it protects trolls (by hiding the name of reporters who abuse the report feature)? C2: What would be the point of having a reporting system if moderators could retaliate against those who use it?"
| Increase of Hate and Harassment during a special event | Moderators face and have to manage more hate and harassment-related attacks during special events such as Pride Month, voting, etc. | "I mod of r/Reddit, whenever something significant occurs, such as shootings or elections or something local, the situation oftenspirals out of control." |
| Burn out | Moderators discussed being burned out and having to overextend their time and energy to manage community safety. | "We’ve had moderators who resigned from their positions because it was adversely affecting their mental well-being and personal lives." |
| Lack of options to share resources | The community members are unable to share resources with each other that could help the community. | "Unfortunately, the document originates from a private subreddit, so I can’t create an archive of the page. I’ll attempt to contact one of the moderators to inquire if they’re willing to authorize sharing any details from the post." |
| Community norms | Moderators face challenges in creating and enforcing community standards, onboarding new mods, and dealing with internal issues. | "The theme of my subreddit attracts nazis and those who perpetuate racism and transphobia. I edited our sidebar to reflect this message. I issued numerous bans, and I began soliciting mod applications so that we would have more help dispelling this type of behavior. Yet, I doubt that addressing this issue through bans will actually solve anything."
| Admin response | Admin’s response to a thread. | "We acknowledge that Pride month may attract increased trolling and harassment directed at LGBTQ users, moderators, and communities. Consequently, we are closely monitoring r/ModSupport write-ins pertaining to these issues, recognizing the severity of such harassment.

Table 3: Codebook of moderation challenges with definitions and examples